ICMART–iSAMS 2018
ICMART XXXIII. WORLD CONGRESS ON MEDICAL ACUPUNCTURE
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC ACUPUNCTURE AND MERIDIAN
SYMPOSIUM

September 6 – 9, 2018 in Munich, Germany

A unique event in the world of Medical Acupuncture and Traditional Chinese Medicine hosted by ICMART, iSAMS, DÄF/A and LMU Munich

In association with DGfAN, SMS, DAA, DAG, EUROCAM, ESIM, IFMANT, Qigong Yangsheng, ISJKM, NADA, FILASMA, CAMDOC Alliance

Visit Our Homepage
Get the latest updates on acupuncture practice and research

More than 60 invited speakers, 12 plenary lectures, 36 symposia and a huge body of panels, discussions and demonstrations.

Enjoy the presentation of high quality research and engage in discussions on the newest developments with practitioners, educators and stakeholders from around the globe.

Experience the unique skills of legendary masters live during workshops on Sunday or demonstrate your most successful techniques in one of the demonstration rooms.

Check Our Homepage for Updates
MARK THE DATE

01 JUN
ICMART Science Award in Acupuncture and Related Techniques
This is the main award of ICMART, which will be presented at each ICMART congress. It recognizes an outstanding scientific contribution in the field of acupuncture, TCM and related techniques. Submission requires innovative and excellent scientific projects either in basic research or in clinical research. Deadline for submission is June 01, 2018.

15 JUN
ICMART–3B Young Scientists Travel Award
To encourage young researchers of promise on whom the progress in the field of acupuncture, TCM and related techniques depends. It recognizes 4 science projects addressing any topic related to acupuncture, TCM or related techniques – whether it is etiology, pathophysiology, diagnosis or therapy of symptoms or diseases. Deadline for submission extended till June 15, 2018.

15 JUN
DÄG/A Poster Award
The German Medical Acupuncture Association (DÄG/A) grants awards for the best two posters presented at the congress. All posters accepted for presentation by the scientific committee of the congress will take part in the competition. Poster awards will be presented at the closing ceremony. Deadline for submission is June 15, 2018.
You are invited to contribute to the multifaceted program!

ICMART–iSAMS 2018 provides space for oral presentations and posters on a diversity of topics – from clinical expertise and latest research results to political commitment in the field of acupuncture and TCM.

Experienced a fascinating clinical case? Present it at one of the Clinical Breakfests (short video possible)!

Just got late-breaking science news? Discuss them at one of the Research Breakfests!

Submit your Abstract now

... and moreover

Center your mind during Qi Gong and meditation sessions in the morning.

End the congress on Sunday afternoon with relaxing music together with your new and old friends, exchange the last business cards and pin down the next steps of your future collaborations.

Check our Program
Munich is a wonderful city

Therefore, timely reservation of hotel accommodation is highly recommended.

Book your Hotel now

Follow us on Facebook
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